
JONATHAN SABBATINI
BOX-TO-BOX



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME JONATHAN

DATE OF BIRTH 31/03/1988

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN/ITALIAN

CLUB FC LUGANO

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

BOX-TO-BOX

1.75CM

71KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME SABBATINI PERFECTO
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

DEFENSIVE DUELS

He is a footballer who wins many
defensive duels. Not just because of
his body positioning in 1v1 duels, but
how he attacks the rivals he is
marking on. He anticipates well and
uses his body to displace the
opponent. 

STRENGTH AND INTENSITY

He is a very intense midfielder, not
just when trying to recover the ball,
but in transitions. He recognizes
when he has to make an intense
driving to position his team in the
rival's half. He is strong to keep the
possession and advance into attack.

DISTRIBUTION OF PLAY

He organizes his team. He manages
the tempo of play by accelerating or
slowing down the attack. He shows
up in different heights and lanes to
associate with his teammates and
create play. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

ORIENTED CONTROL

His first touch makes him able to win
a duel, regardless having a rival
pressing him on. It allows him to
attack while transitioning from
defensive phase. He is good at
covering the ball and turning around
himself. 

TACTICAL POSITIONING

Defensively, he understands his role.
He is a player well-located on the
pitch. He covers long distances. Due
to his experience, he anticipates and
protects in between the lines,
avoiding any through ball. He
recovers the ball with less effort
than other players. 

LONG PASS

He has a great long passing
technique both horizontally and
vertically. He continuosly switches
the play to look for the weak side.
He is accurate when passing, so it
allows his team to position quick
into attack. He has a good vision of
play.



CHAMPION
CHALLENGE LEAGUE 2014/15

URUGUAY WITH MORE GAMES IN
FIRST DIVISION OF SWITZERLAND

2º PLAYER WITH MOST GAMES IN
THE HISTORY OF LUGANO FC

RECORDS

https://ca.soccerway.com/national/switzerland/challenge-league/c99/


SOCIAL MEDIA

@JONA_SABBATINI

https://www.instagram.com/jona_sabbatini/?hl=es

